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Abstract—Software cost estimation of a project is an essential key
to acceptance or rejection of any software project. Various
software cost estimation techniques have been in practice with
their own advantages and limitations. Accurate cost estimation
helps us complete the project within time and budget. For this
work we have knowledge of all available techniques methods and
tools. This research work provides comparison of various
software cost estimation methods and models that are frequently
used for the SCE projects. Currently object-oriented approach
for software cost estimation is based on classes function point
method and Line of Code etc. Comparatively less attention has
been paid to the software cost estimation in component-based
software engineering. The main aim of this research is to provide
a model for cost estimation in component based software in object
oriented environment and comparative analysis of various
techniques and tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

n software industry the estimation of the cost is one of the
major issues during development of any software. Software
cost estimation (SCE) is a vital pre-development activity
before starting actual development of software. In software
project the estimation of the cost are based on a forecast of the
size of the future system. Unluckily the software professionals
miscalculate when estimating cost and schedule. Preliminary
estimation of the cost always includes several elements of
insecurity. Reliable early estimation is hard to obtain because
of the lack of detailed information about the future system at
an early stage. On the other hand early estimation is required
at the time of a contract or to determine whether a project is
feasible in terms of cost benefits. The process prediction
guides decision making. A prediction is useful only if it is
reasonably accurate [1].
Measurements are essential to assess the type of the project,
the product, the process and resources. By means of
measurement, the project can be controlled. Determining
appropriate productivity values for the local measurement
environment is called calibration; it is likely to make early
predictions using models, technique, methods and tools. But
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several cost estimation methods and tools are too difficult to
use and understand to be of much help in the estimation
process. Various studies have attempted to evaluate cost
models. Research has shown that estimation accuracy is
enhanced if models are calibrated to a specific organization
[2]. Estimation often depends on their past experience when
predicting effort for software projects. Cost estimation models
can support expert estimation. That’s why it is crucial interest
to the software industry to develop estimation methods that are
easy to use, understand and calibrate.
Recently object oriented environment has emerged as a
main practice. The increase of object oriented practices has
required software developer and their managers to reorganize
the way they have been estimating the cost, effort and size of
their development software. To enhance the understanding and
controlling of these costs the software houses frequently uses
parametric cost model for software development cost and time
estimation. On the other hand the cost accuracy of these
models is pitiable when the default values embedded in the
models are used [3]. The accuracy can be improved by
calibrating the parameters against the data. Accurate
estimation of the size is very important at pre development
stages of software. At these stages it is necessary to identify a
size measure by Line of code which is used for estimation of
the cost [4].
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There are two major types of cost estimation methods.
Algorithmic Methods and Non-Algorithmic Methods [5].
 Algorithmic Methods
Cost estimation model was initially generated using
algorithmic methods. Algorithmic software cost estimation
generally involves use of equations [5]. Using mathematical
relations usually large amount of data is needed at first and
then the results are calculated. Nowadays for cost estimation
methods these models are commonly used. Algorithmic
methods are further divide into different models.
The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) is a commonly
used algorithmic cost model. Putman model was proposed by
Putnam. According to Putman: “Manpower distribution and
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examination of many software projects” [6]. Agile COCOMO
model is a combination of COCOMO model plus an estimate
by analogy method. While easy to learn and use, it provides
the facility to estimate the cost of the project. In Agile
COCOMO model we compare the similarity between the old
project and new project and drive the cost [5]. To measure the
functionality of the project in 1983 Albrecht presented
function point metric. The estimation is done by this indicator
using user inputs, user outputs, logic files, inquiries and
interface.
 Non-Algorithmic Methods
Non Algorithmic methods are different from algorithmic
methods. Non-algorithmic methods are generally based on
analytical comparisons and inferences. The estimation process
is done using the previous datasets analysis or some
information about the previous similar software in the nonalgorithmic methods [7].
Expert judgment methods have capability to predict or
avoid the problem which may occur in the domain. For
software cost estimation it is more usable method. In expert
judgment methods first of all select the experts or group of
experts which have relevant experiences and understanding of
specific domain. For satisfying result of cost estimation it is
important for experts to exchange large volume of data among
each other. There is coordinator which produces a

specification and estimation form and distributes the form
among experts. The experts fill out the form. The coordinator
calls a group meeting in which all the experts’ disuse the issue
which is related to cost estimation of the software as a result of
it the coordinator generates a summary [5].
For software cost estimation analogy cost estimation method
is a very useful method. On the basis of analogy method a
number of cost estimation models have been developed. In
analogy method firstly characterize the software then select the
most similar completed software. Derive the cost by similar
software [5]. The top-down method of estimation is generally
based on software uniqueness. In top-down estimating method
the project is divided into lower-level components and higher
level components. In early cost estimation this method is very
important. Macro model is also called a top-down estimating
method. This method is more appropriate when global
properties are known. It is very useful in early phase when no
detailed information is available [5].
In cost estimation process like top-down estimation method
bottom-up estimation model is also an important method. In
Bottom-up estimation method, the individual component cost
is estimated then the cost of all components is combined to
estimate the cost of software. In early life cycle process it is
difficult to use the bottom-up estimating method [5].
A detailed comparison of cost estimation models is given in
Table 1.
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III. METHODOLOGY
There is no generalized model or technique to estimate the
cost of component based software. A model is presented
which estimates the cost of the software by combination of
different techniques and formulas. The model can be divided
into following phases:
A) Requirement Validation
In requirement validation phases the requirements divided
according to two types; software requirements and software
domain requirements. “A detailed software description which
can serve as a basis for a design or implementation, these are
the requirements written for developers”. The well-defined the
software requirements, more accurate is the estimate of the
cost of the software.
“Software Domain requirements reflect the environment in
which the system operates so when we talk about an
application domain we mean environments such as train
operation, medical records, e-commerce etc.” [8]. For each
software, there are many domain requirements for example
some softwares are academic based, some are industrial, some
for business sector etc.

generates a summary of cost estimation.
If the summary is valid then the process will be stopped. If
the summary is not valid then again third iteration of cost
estimation procedure will be repeated.
C) Domain Analysis Modeling
“Components that result from domain analysis are better
suited for reusability because they capture the essential
functionality required in the domain” [9]. In domain analysis
modeling, the expert first analyzes to reuse domain
component. If the software is related to specific domain, then
first analyze which of the already built component can be used
in the required software .This research is related to object
oriented environment so the expert searches for classes or
methods that can be used into new required software. The
productivity can be derived by following formula:
RL=

Productivity with Reuse
*100
Productivity without Reuse

The third phase is component based design methodology
the code can be divided into four types.
 Number of classes

B) Steps of Experts Judgment Methods

 Number of simple and complex data in each class

In expert judgment method first select an expert or a group
of experts which have a relevant experience and
understanding of required software to estimate its cost.
The coordinator produces the specification (in which
detailed description of all requirements is present) and
estimation form. The specification and estimation form can be
distributed among experts. The expert fills out the form. To
achieve the satisfactory result they need to exchange the
volume of the information among experts. The coordinator
calls a group meeting in which all the experts discuss issues
with coordinator and give their opinion to each other.
Characterize the required software according to domain
requirements. After characterizing required software selecting
the most similar completed software whose characteristics are
similar to required software. From similar complete software
the expert derive the cost of the software. Are there are any
new requirements that can be added by the customer? If there
is any new requirement firstly it will be validated. If the
requirement is valid the second iteration of cost estimation can
be repeated. If the requirement is not valid then coordinator

 Number of inherited classes.
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 Reference parameters in the method
Calculate Line of code by LOC. The code reused
component in an application plus the total Line of code
delivered in the application can be calculated by this formula:
LOC=Reuse(C)/Size(C)*100%
where,
Reuse: The lines of code component reused in an
application.
Size: The total lines of code in the application.
By COCOMO effort value, estimate the cost of the project
by following formula:
Estimated cost of the project = Estimated Effort * Labor
Rate of the organization
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Fig.1: Proposed Cost Estimation Model
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Fig. 2: Cost Estimation Process

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Proposed model is verified and tested using a case study.
The case study is presented as under:
The XYZ University wants to design the “Online test
system” the system is developed to support university student
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to take test online and allow the student to enter fee
information online. The university categorizes the fields into 3
parts. The user of the system is limited to only one batch of
students. The system provides the user name and password to
every student in this batch. The system provides different
modes to enter edit and view. The system allows facility to
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take test online. The administrator easily get the fee
information about the student and provide quick view of the
list of the students that are not pay the fee and are not eligible
for test. The system will be providing the information to all
viewers but limited access to view the test. Once the student
click the button start test the time will be start and session will
be establish and after session over the student will not allow to
entering any data any more. The result will be generated
automatically. Both system level security and data level
security are important. The student will not be able to view the
test of different category and before session establishes. The
system only allows the authorized user to enter the fee
information. The student should not be able to view the fee
information of other students. The system shows different
interfaces for different categories. The administrator can
retrieve the data by batch wise the system must prevent access
to unauthorized users. The system only allows authentic users
to enter the information regarding fee slip. The system
provides the privileges to access the test only by assigned
category. The administrator has permission to view the data of
the student. The system should be able to recover within few
minutes if it is down. The system shall generate error
messages when the user attempt to enter invalid data. The
interface will be linked with the category in order to
distinguish the category for the student.
The University already has an online system to fill out the
performas that are properly working and has the complete
information about university students.
In the case study there are different software requirements
and software domain requirements. First of all the
requirements are classified into software requirements and
software domain requirements. All data is collected from
customer. In first phase according to the model, COCOMO
agile method is used to characterize the required software.
According to given case study the system is record keeping
system. Similarly, expert judgment method selects an expert
or a group of experts who have record keeping software
development experience and have understanding of that kind
of softwares to estimate it’s cost.
To achieve the satisfactory result the experts exchange the
volume of the information among each other. After
characterizing the required software the expert select most
similar completed software whose characteristic are similar to
required software select the software automatic fill the form
by student on same university. The coordinator produces the
specification (in which the detailed description of all the
requirements define above are present) and estimation form.
The specification and estimation form will be distributed
among experts. The experts fill out the form. Complete
software (online filling of the performas) its cost is Rs.
35000/-. The expert deriving the cost of the new requires
software cost. The coordinator calls a group meeting in which
all the experts discuss with the coordinator and each other that
the most similar completed software has a cost of Rs. 35000/-.
Further they discuss what issues and problem can arise to alter
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its cost. There are no new requirements so expert generates a
summary of cost estimation. On domain analysis phase experts
suggest that some classes and methods which are used in data
form software can be used in required software.

Fig. 3: Factors Calculated for Cost Estimation Using Proposed Model

For the given case study there are 120 Number of classes 25
Numbers of inherited classes 55 No of methods 67 reference
parameters in the methods 35 number of inherited methods. In
Component based design methodology we calculate number
of the classes, number of inherited classes and number of
methods. Afterwards, class complexity and method
complexity are calculated.

Fig. 4: Productivity Calculated by the Proposed Modell

In Domain analysis modeling, productivity with reuse
components is 105. On the other hand productivity without
reuse components is 57. So this is a proof that productivity
increases by the reuse of components as compared to without
reuse of component.
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Size =

Productivity with Reuse * 100
Productivity without Reuse

Size =

105/57*100=184.21
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CONCLUSION

For the last decade many researches are done on the subject
i.e., why the software projects fail? According to many
researches the main reason of software project fails is
inaccurate estimation of the cost in early stages, more over
one technique is not appropriate to estimate the cost of the
software. By the combination of different cost estimation
technique it is possible to get an accurate result .For
improving the cost estimation process many different models
and methods are proposed. The main aim of this research is to
present a model for component based software in object
oriented environment. Here a brief but comprehensive
comparison among many cost estimation techniques and
model is also included.
The proposed research has provided a foundation for cost
estimation for component-based software. It can be improved
by the combination of several other software cost estimation
technique. Proposed model can be extended to deal with other
types of software like service oriented software, aspect
oriented software plan driven software and agent based
software etc.
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